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Ticker: SVM AU  Net cash: A$10m Project: Kasiya, Malingunde 
Market cap: A$225m Price: A$0.55/sh Country: Malawi 
RECOMMEND. (unc): BUY TARGET (up): A$0.95/sh RISK RATING: SPECULATIVE 

We think Pre-JORC Sovereign has discovered the largest, highest grade, best metallurgical, lowest 
carbon footprint undeveloped mineral sands project globally, in Malawi, Africa. Nsaru highlights of 8-
12m @ 1.0-1.4% rutile from surface include 4m @ 1.4-2.0% at surface over ~5x9km, with 25km2 drilled to 
date adding ~half again to the 66km2 drilled at adjacent Kasiya. We see this as an industry-disrupting 
discovery that will disturb existing producers. We previously estimated ~275Mt drilled to 3Q20 within an 
SCPe 935Mt exploration target. We will update our Nsaru estimate in due course, but a simple 50% 
increase in footprint leads us to think a 1.5Bt exploration target is feasible. Being next to Kasiya we expect 
similar metallurgy driven by the unique formation: pre-weathering metamorphism recrystallized Ti into 
high-value rutile before at-surface weathering enriched grades by depletion, in both cases with clean 
metallurgy.  As best grades are at surface, low-cost hydro-mining means no waste dump, no residual pits. 
As such, we maintain our BUY rating and lift our PT from A$0.56/sh to A$0.95/sh based on 5% in-situ 
valuation (ie US$65/t rutile vs. ~US$1,300/t spot) over a nominal 500Mt. Post maiden MRE we anticipate 
moving to a DCF valuation, but can’t stress enough the strategic premium this asset deserves already. Price 
drivers include the maiden Kaisya resource, followed by Nsaru, and a scoping study this year, with 
metallurgical work and off-take discussions continuing in parallel. We expect the maiden MRE to show 
three ‘resources’: i) a very large (SCPe exploration target 1.5Bt) low-grade resource, ii) a core ‘mine-plan’ 
area of perhaps 200Mt to cornerstone the NPV, and iii) a high-grade core of 20-40Mt approaching 1.5% 
for high IRR. The timing couldn’t be better for the ESG-mandate given the dominance of low-grade ilmenite 
in the Ti supply chain, which majors like Rio smelt to titanium slag and Iluka / Tronox converts to synthetic 
rutile at great energy input / CO2 output, hence rutile’s far superior ESG credentials. Other players are 
Kronos (C$4.2bn), Eramet (EUR1.4bn), Tronox (US$2.3bn), Lomon Billions (US$9bn), Chemours (US$4.6bn) 
and Iluka (A$2.8bn). 

Best undeveloped mineral sands asset just got 50% bigger with industry-disrupting discovery 

In late March Sovereign released drill results from new discovery Nsaru, and has now closed an A$8m 
equity raise at A40c/sh with half a 50c 12M option for pro-forma ~A$10m cash alongside A$6m ITM 
options expiring this year. Nsaru lies a few kilometers south from Kasiya only 3km from rail. The first 34 
of 39 widely spaced holes returned 12m @ 1.2%, 13m @ 1.3% and 11m @ 1.3% rutile, outlining a high-
grade zone of 25km2 of a total ~50km2 area (Figure 1). Drilled to an average depth of 14m, ~90% of the 
holes hit high-grade rutile in the top 8-12m with higher-grade enrichment in the top 3-5m returning grades 
ranging from 1.3-2.1% rutile. Next steps will see infill drilling down to 800m x 400m spacing to incorporate 
Nsaru into a future MRE. At Kasiya, next steps are (i) step out drilling on the recently tripled footprint, (ii) 
regional greenfield target drilling, (iii) metallurgical test work (iv) continued discussions with off takers 
and (v) graphite by-product review. The company’s own option plan outlines broader incentive timing, 
being 2021/2023/2025 for scoping, feasibility and decision to mine. 

Figure 1 (A) Plan-map showing Nsaru discovery near Kasiya and (B) ~25km2 high-grade rutile zone  
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Our view: potential for well over 1Bt 

Last week’s discovery is remarkable in our view – to date Nsaru appears to add half again to Kasiya, on a 
location just 3km from existing modern rail / port network on which Sovereign already has the allocation. 
The grades reported at surface are outstanding, with 1.3-1.6% in the top 4m. For reference, ~1% or 
US$12/t would be a ‘solid’ asset capable of 50% gross margins, hence 1.5% would offer exceptional 
margins. Going deeper, the grade is holding at 1-1.3% over the full 12m released, which is actually a little 
higher than Kasiya was in the early days, hence Nsaru could well be the starter operation of Sovereign.  

Below we show our September resource estimate, compiled from published drill data, showing SCPe 
275Mt ‘drilled’, lifting to 935Mt, including on-trend grey areas between holes. Drill results published in 
February substantially infilled the eastern areas, and now Nsaru has added ~half again at similar grades, 
putting a very simple global exploration potential at 1.5Bt. We will update our own estimate in due course, 
but oddly it is almost immaterial now. We say that because ~200Mt would be a global Tier 1 asset at these 
grades and metallurgy, hence our exploration target represents seven of these – well beyond DCF value 
to industry-disrupting, ultimately a Hollywood problem for Sovereign, or a rather more pressing problem 
for existing producers heavily invested in high-emission ilmenite (Table 1) or low-value production or 
development assets (Table 2). 

Figure 2. (A) SCPe 275Mt drilled / 935Mt target as at 3Q20, and (B) new Nsaru discovery 

 
Source:  SCP, Sovereign  

 

Valuation 

With Kasiya still pre-JORC, and Nsaru only just discovered, we think it is too early to value Kasiya on a DCF 
basis. Further, the asset deserves a material strategic premium given the eventual tonnes will likely 
support mining rates far larger than would initially be contemplated to the extent of changing the global 
market dynamic. As such, we take a simple 5% EV-insitu. Any producer should see 50% gross margin, or 
~35% after tax, ~30% after capex or ~25% on some kind of discounted cash flow. Producers could be 
expected to trade at a peak ~25% EV-insitu, hence the 5% here conservatively discounts time, equity 
dilution and development risk. As we see all those milestones as deliverable, this is a conviction long-term 
name for us. As such, we maintain our BUY rating, lifting our PT from 56c/sh to 95c/sh (Table 1). 
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Table 1. SCP valuation for Sovereign 

 

Sovereign benchmarks extremely well against operating African mines… 

We benchmark Kasiya / Nsaru against operating African mines below. Issuers commonly obfuscate in-situ 
resources by reporting heavy mineral (HM), slimes, oversize, low-value products and zircon / ilmenite / 
rutile. To clear the water, we show the peer group based on in-situ value providing an accurate ranking. 
The ~1.0% rutile estimated here equates to US$12/t, putting the deposit in the middle of the value-curve 
of producing African mines, with early years 1.5% ranking the asset alongside peer-best Tronox’s (TROX 
US$3bn mkt cap) Namakwa mine, and potentially better still given Sovereign value comes in ESG-
attractive rutile rather than Namakwa’s ilmenite. We see this as a clear demonstration that the resource 
‘works’ given the similarity to producing mines. Whilst this doesn’t incorporate opex, as near-surface on-
rail saprolite, producing a premium product, Sovereign could climb the ranking on a margin basis.  

Table 2 Sovereign in-situ value vs operating African Mineral Sands Mines  

 

…and against global developers 

New discoveries, especially rutile, are rare. Some of the mines above are mature and with declining grade 
profiles nearing the end of their scheduled life, exemplified by Kwale in Kenya (Base Resources). Kwale 
makes up 12% of global rutile production but will have depleted its current reserves in the coming three 
years, with recent feasibility studies onto lower grade areas returning negative results. Other mines have 
a history of disruptions and suspensions such as in Sierra Leone. Peer Bluejay has poor logistics, lying only 
~1,000 miles from the North Pole under frozen sea ice for the majority of the year. Similarly, large project 
such as Strandlines Coburn has low value, while Strandline’s Fungoni has high value but is small. The 
unicorn is Sheffield in Australia, with a large high-grade resource, but unconventional metallurgy used in 
iron ore with no precedent in mineral sands and comes with risks and high capex. Firstly, if Sovereign can 
book the resource we estimate, we see it as the pre-eminent development project globally based on (i) 
size, (ii) value (grade*assemblage), (iii) ease of mining and processing (and thus low capex), and (iv) 
logistics, being on a rail-port link. A subsidiary point is that EV/in-situ valuations are moot, given the 
subtleties discussed above are not captured. A key case in point is Sheffield whose US$2.5bn in-situ value 
comes with a market cap of A$133m, making US$/t contained metal values moot to non-vanilla peers.  

Kasiya in-situ value @ 500Mt (US$bn) 6.2 Basic shares on issue (m) 413

Kasia @ 5% insitu value (US$m) 310 Dilutive options and RSUs (m) 50.2

Kasiya asset valuation (A$m) 406 Average strike (A$/sh) 0.25

Plus cash on hand (A$m) 10.3 Fully diluted shares (m) 464

Nominal graphite valuation (A$m) 10.0 SCP NAV/sh (A$/sh) 0.95

Plus cash from dilutive options (A$m) 12.4 Recommendation BUY

Sovereign group NAV (A$m) 439 Price target (A$/sh): 0.95

Source: SCP resource estimate, spot rutile from TiPMC (BBG: RLWWSPNA INDEX)

Company Project Location

Reserve 

(Mt)

Total

HM (%)

Ilmenite

(%)

Leucox-

ene (%)

Rutile

(%)

Zircon

(%)

Graphite 

(%)

In-situ val. 

(US$/t)

Tronox Namakwa South Africa 727 6.00 2.89 0.60 -          20.51$      

Sovereign Kasiya: Y1-4 Malawi SCPe 50 -       -         -       1.50 -      0.50 20.34$      

Tronox KZN South Africa 225 5.60 3.44 0.43 -          18.18$      

Base Ranobe (dev.) Madagascar 586 6.50 4.81 0.06 0.07 0.28 -          17.92$      

Iluka Sierra Rutile Sierra Leone 268 1.40 -         -        1.40 -       -          16.79$      

Sovereign Kasiya LOM: graphite Malawi >1Bt? -       -         -       1.00 -      0.50 14.34$      

Base Kwale Kenya 40 3.40 1.94 -        0.44 0.20 -          13.17$      

Rio Tinto QMM Madagascar 358 - 3.50 -        -       0.20 -          12.04$      

Sovereign Kasiya LOM Malawi >1Bt? -       -         -       1.00 -      -         11.99$      

Rio Tinto RBM South Africa 1,248 - 2.56 -        0.06 0.17 -          9.83$        

Kenmare Moma Mozambique 6,371 2.90 2.40 -        0.05 0.16 -          9.17$        

TiZir Grand Cote Senegal 1,765 1.40 1.01 0.04 0.04 0.15 -          5.39$        
Source: 2020 reserves except Grand Cote 2018, Base Ranobe 4Q19, Soverign SCPe. Leucoxene and rutile combined for Tronox. Based on Iluke 4Q20 ~$270/t ilmenite, 

$1291/t rutile, $1,199/t zircon, with $700/t leucoxene. Graphite US$470/t from Syrah 3Q20 actuals

0.60

0.40
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Table 3 Advanced development projects owned by juniors 

 

Recent news from peers highlights Sovereign’s quality and rising prices 

In recent weeks Australian-listed Strandline raised A$122m in equity for its Coburn project – that asset 
has an in-situ value ~a third of Kasiya, leading to debt being provided by a mix of Australian state-backed 
infrastructure facility and a bond, rather than from sophisticated mining lenders. Base Resources’ North 
Dune PFS concluded that that project wasn’t worth developing in its current state, leaving an unfunded 
A$579m capex bill for Toliarra against an A$328m market cap.  

Kasiya’s closest peer is Iluka’s giant Sierra Rutile mine in Sierra Leone, owned by Iluka, and producing 
~20% of annual rutile production globally, the largest and most significant rutile deposit in the world. 
Although reserves stand at 268Mt @ 1.4% rutile, ~70% of this is from expansion project Sembehun, where 
progress stalled since a 2016 PFS. Iluka’s website-listed target of 275ktpa, up from ~150ktpa now, is at 
risk after it announced its Sembehun PFS has been halted. That was put down to COVID at the time, but 
color on the results call indicated 175ktpa (existing mineral separation plan nameplate) is the new target. 
Iluka has noted that it needs to ‘see improved performance before we’re prepared to invest further…at 
Sembehun’ as these mature legacy assets frequently see operational issues, increasing the risk of a drop 
in production as a potential gap as existing mining areas deplete (Figure 3). 

 

Rutile: structurally advantaged environmental impact to support ESG interest and price 

Very simply, rutile contains double the Ti content of ilmenite, so has a much lower environmental 
footprint per tonne of product than ilmenite and other low-grade feed stocks (Figure 3B). Rutile is used 
both as a primary feed source, but also to ‘sweeten’ blends. The price is already far above low-quality 
ilmenite as a reflection of this, but we liken an expected structural shift to the iron ore market, where 65% 
Fe material premium over 58% and 62% has widened dramatically just in the recent few years. We cannot 
underestimate the importance of ESG in mining and industry wide as downstream pigment producers 
come under increasing pressure to address this. The problem – there simply isn’t enough available globally 
(Figure 3A). The indirect advantage of this is that although the rutile market size is only around 600ktpa, 
while the high-grade titanium dioxide feedstock market (ie >80% TiO2, being rutile, synthetic rutile, 
chloride slag and upgraded slag) is much larger at close to 3Mt TiO2, providing a ready market to substitute 
into. Interestingly with respect to future supply, ~75% of the high-grade market is controlled by Rio, 
Tronox and Iluka, who, perhaps not coincidently, have not been fast in advancing any of their own growth 
projects. Graphite kicker: we estimate ~1% graphite, lower at surface, could convert to 0.5% recovered 
grades. Syrah Resources has recommenced production after a year-end shut down, with last-reported 
graphite prices of US$470/t – even assuming Sovereign only sells ~half of its ~1% graphite it has a material 
addition. At US$470/t, it could lift the project to the upper end of peers by value.   

 

 

Company Project Location Stage

Ore 

(Mt)

Total 

HM (%)

Ilmenite

(%)

Leucox-

ene (%)

Rutile

(%)

Zircon

(%)

Graphite 

(%)

In-situ value 

(US$/t) Comment

Sheffield Thunderbird Australia BFS 748 11.2 3.11 0.54 -     0.86 -         22.93$           Rost, gr. size, U/Th

Sovereign Kisiya: Y1-5 Malawi SCPe ~50 -      -       -        1.5 -    0.5 20.00$           

Bluejay Dundas Ilmenite Greenland PFS 67.1 25.9 7.3 -        -     -     -         14.60$           Close to north pole

Sovereign* Kasiya LOM: graphite Malawi SCPe >1Bt? -      -       -        1.0 -    0.5 14.00$           

Sovereign Kasiya LOM Malawi SCPe >1Bt? -      -       -        1.0 -    -        12.00$           Large, vanilla met

Strandline Fungoni Tanzania BFS 12 2.80 1.14 0.03 0.12 0.47 -         10.98$           Small

Image Bidaminna Australia Pre-PEA 102 2.2 1.06 0.79 0.09 0.11 -         10.36$           Small and low val

Strandline Coburn Australia BFS 523 1.11 0.62 0.07 0.09 0.29 -         7.10$             Low value

Source: SCP, SFX DFS reserve, SVM SCPe, Bluejay 2Q19 PFS reserve, Strandline Coburn 1Q19 and Fungoni 4Q17 DFS' for tonnes and HMC, no mineral splits published in DFS so grade 

splits taken from M&I. In-situ @ $200/t ilmenite, $700/t leucoxene, $1200/t rutile and $1500/t zircon; *1% graphite @ US$300/t
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Figure 3 (A) supply and demand gap in rutile; (B) reduced O+W per tonne of pigment using rutile 

 
  Source:  Sovereign Metals  af ter TZMI, I luka 

Prices are rising faster than the market knows 

The beauty of the mineral sands space is that investors only see price points once a quarter. This means 
intra-quarter commodity bull markets, which drive eg base and bulk miners up on the day take ~3M to 
come through the mineral sands producers, ie once they report their quarter. We are in a commodity bull 
market so qualitatively, there is no reason to expect any difference in mineral sands. Quantitatively, 
TiPMC’s 1Q21 spot price now stands at US$1,293, up from US$731/t in 3Q17. Where things get more 
interesting is spot prices today - ahead of producer reporting season, qualitative data points such as 
TiPMC’s fines rutile used in China for welding rods give an exciting look through – that price went from 
post COVID lows of US$1,350/t last June and ended the year at US$1,525/t. Spot is now US$1,747/t hence 
1Q21 producers quartiles could show impressive commodity-price gains QoQ. 

Figure 4. (A) quarterly worldwide rutile price; and (B) spot 95% TiO2 concentrate CIF China 

 
Source:  Bloomberg (RLWWSPNA /  RLCNJHMD Index f rom TiPMC)  

Why we like Sovereign Metals 

1. Pure rutile deposit increases margin, addresses downstream ESG requirements 
2. Unique metallogenesis drives large grain size and premium low-deleterious product 
3. On hydro power, hydro mineable, on modern rail to deep-water port with allocation 
4. PFS-level Malingunde graphite project adds diversification and second pillar to value 
5. Potential ‘province scale’ discovery with 4,000km2 of unique geology largely undrilled 

Catalysts 

1. 2Q21: Kasiya infill, Nsaru definition drilling 
2. 1H21: Maiden JORC compliant resource estimate for Kasiya 
3. 2H21: SCPe PEA 
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